Top Words in Spoken American English - #181-185

181

Word

Part of
speech

Used

Verb

adjective

182

183

Getting

Same

verb

adjective

Meaning & Notes
To finish
Used to – something done often in
the past
Not new – had an owner before you
Expression with used to – become
accustomed to

Sample Sentences
I used all the toothpaste. We need to buy some more.
I used to have dog when I was a kid.
We always used to go swimming in the lake during the
summer.
I’m going to buy a used car since I don’t have a lot of
money.
The rain doesn’t bother me. I’m used to it.

Get often means to buy or acquire
Often used to talk about something
you will do very soon.
Get can also mean become (changing
from one status to another)

I’m so excited. We’re getting a new car.

equal

That’s the same jacket I saw at the mall, but it’s much

Frank and Maggie are getting married this weekend.
Are you getting sick? You don’t look well.
Are you getting used to the weather in Portland.

cheaper here.
Let’s go to the same restaurant we went to last week.
You always eat the same thing for lunch. You should
try something different.
184

Four

Number

4

I get off work at 4:00 (four o’clock).
I want a house with four bedrooms.

185

Every
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Repeat with day, week, month, year
All - everywhere, everything,
everybody
www.soaronthego.com

We go to church every Sunday.
Almost everybody loves ice cream.
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Top Words in Spoken American English - #186-190

186

Word

Pt of speech

New

adjective

Meaning & Notes

Sample Sentences
That’s a great sweater! Is it new?
We just bought a new house.

187

Everything

pronoun

All things

I love Portland. Everything is so green and beautiful.
You need to help more. I always have to do everything.
Is everything okay?

188

Many

adjective

Lots, use with plural count
nouns

How many chairs do you need?
I’ve been to Seattle many times.
There are too many people here. It’s hard to choose.

Often used with too or so
189

Before

Conj.

earlier

There are so many good-looking desserts.
I want to eat something before we go.
Before I came to the U.S., I didn’t know English.
You shouldn’t drink coffee before bed.

190

Though

Conj.

Even though, although
Added to the end of an
excuse

Even though it rained, we still went for a walk.
Wife: You look like a homeless person in those pants.
Husband: But I love them though.

Bonus word:
whatever
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slang

Often used to show you don’t
like or refuse to accept what
the other person said. Shows
disrespect
www.soaronthego.com

Mom: You need to be home by midnight.
Daughter: Whatever!
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191

Word

Part of
speech

Most

adjective

Meaning & Notes

Sample Sentences

Majority

Most nights, I stay home.
Most people are honest.
What’s the most popular song right now?

Superlative comparisons
192

Tell

verb

The most expensive store in the mall is Nordstrom.

Talk – is followed by a noun or Tell me everything. The boss will tell us about the
pronoun
secret project today. Tell Amy what you just told
me.
What’s happening outside? I can’t tell.
Can
tell/can’t
know/can’t see

193

194

Being

Bit

verb

noun

tell

=

don’t

Don’t worry about the whole in your shorts. Nobody
can tell.

Behavior/action
Often used as a negative command
- Stop being
Can be used as the subject of a
sentence followed by adjective.

Why are you crying? Stop being such a baby.
Stop being so dramatic. It’s no big deal.

A small amount

I need a little bit more time to finish.

Being happy is important.

Can you give me a bit more wine?
195

House

noun

home

Your house is very beautiful.
We had Thanksgiving at my house.
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196

Word

Part of
speech

Also

Conjunction
adverb

Meaning & Notes
In addition, and

Sample Sentences
Could you bring something to drink also?
We went to the zoo, and we also went to the movies.
I like to swim. I also love to go sailing.

197

Use

verb

Can I use your phone for a minute?
I need to use the restroom?
Do you want to use the sink or the hose outside?

198

Through

preposition

Giving directions

Are you through with the job? Let me know when you get

Finished

through.

Make contact by phone
199

Feel

Go through the lobby and turn right.

verb

The phone lines aren’t working. I wasn’t able to get
through.
I’m leaving. I feel kind of sick.
Don’t feel bad. You’ll win next time.

Opinion

How do you feel about the new product?
I feel like we should do more to help.

200

course
noun

Expression – of course
Class
An established route
strategy
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Can I use your restroom? Of course.
Which course are you taking?
In this game, you need to keep the car on the course.
Jerry has a house on the golf course.
The best course of action is to wait and see.
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